EUROPEAN MIME ACADEMY 

The school is run by Józef Markocki who is an actor and the director of the Form Theater.
He was also an actor of Henryk Tomaszewski theatre, a famous artist and the father of Polish pantomime. 
Training lessons are held in the form of workshops and are mainly based on Henryk Tomaszewski method.


The curriculum covers practical lessons as well as theory.
- Plasticity and classic pantomime technique
- Modern pantomime technique
- Actor's physical training
- Actor's elementary tasks
- Body language elements
- Japanese butoh dance elements
- Classical dance /ballet/
- Contemporary dance 
- Body and breath awareness, relaxation
- Workshop open show

Lecture sessions:
-The history of pantomime - ancient to modern
- butoh vs. pantomime
- modern pantomime development directions
- space in the pantomime theater
- Pantomime - a living creation or an artificial form?
- Inner and outer world of a mime
-Presentation of films about pantomime
-The Form Theater performance

Time scheduling for the school:
1.Summer workshop 02.09.2006 - 17.09.2006 /arrival 02.09 (there is a possibility to arrive on sunday 03.09) departure 17.09/
2. Spring workshop 13.05.2007 - 27.05.2007 /arrival 13.05, departure 27.05/
We describe the formula of the training as "intense". 
Sessions for beginners and advanced actors will take place in groups 10-15 persons each.
The training is going to be held in the countryside and some sessions are planned to take place in the facilities of an old castle and an old mill.
We include a tour around Wroclaw in our programme.

Costs:
1. Training sessions - 300 EUR
2. Accommodation - 100 EUR
3. Food - 100 EUR
4. Travel to Wroclaw and return- at your own expense
We provide a bus travel from Wroclaw to Drzemlikowice (workshop place) and back. 
Departure at 9.00 pm on 02.09.2006 from the parking lot in front of the Wroclaw Central railway station - beside Orlen petrol station.

More informations: www.pantomima.pl and www.europeanmimeacademy.com 

Józef Markocki - the founder and an actor of the Form Theater /former Contemporary Pantomime Theater/,
a graduate of the State University of Theater, the Actors' Department.
He also graduated from a II-nd Level State Music School. From 1993 to 1997 he worked in Henryk Tomaszewski Wroclaw Theater of Pantomime.
In the period of 1994-1996 he was a lecturer of the pantomime and the mask at the Wroclaw University of Theater in the Puppet Department
and at Techinsche Universitat in Dresden and Gorlitz, Germany. 
He also runs mime training courses in Poland and abroad. 

DEADLINE!!!

If one wishes to attempt Workshop, he or she should pay beforehand half of the cost (that is 250 EUR) to 30.08.2006. 
Account number and all necessary informations: 
PKO PB SA III Odział WROCŁAW
53-149 WROCŁAW, POWSTAŃCÓW ŚLĄSKICH 60
code of the bank for the international payment (BIC / SWIFT) is: BPKOPLPW 
Account number: 86 1020 5242 0000 2402 0115 7288



